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INTRODUCTION
Foreword
about the activity

S

overeign Fund “Cultural capital” (hereinafter as Sovereign Fund)
represents a commercial structure which purpose is to accumulate a

special class of material values known as heritage assets, for the purpose of their
accounting and monitoring. This sort of assets comprised of public sector assets,
historic property, cultural values, antique items and books, particularly valuable
documents and similar cultural heritage, objects in collections and valuable natural
objects. These might be either a national or a private property.
Such foundation is a public company. The form of incorporation of Sovereign
Fund is an Investment Company that pursues profit for subsequent distribution
among stockholders.
Developer and an author of the Fund idea is Independent non-profit organization
«Scientific-research institute ISO. MUSEUM» (hereinafter as ISO.MUSEUM).
Unified capital of Sovereign Fund consists out of cash generating assets and
non-cash generating assets.
Cash generating assets are the equipment, inventory, cash in rubles and other
currency, securities, buildings, living quarters and lease, land and other property,
property and nonproperty rights, including patents and information resources.
Non-cash generating assets are the insurance copies of cultural values
assigned to the Sovereign Fund for storage.
Sources of the Fund financing are:
 attraction of voluntary property contributions and donations;
 revenues from sales limited by established charter, such as certain activities,
products and services;
 dividends acquires from stocks, bonds, other securities and deposits;
 income from foundation property;
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 income from business activities;
 income from civil transactions;
 profit from production activity of facilities and organizations, created by
Sovereign Fund;
 income from activities, conducted in favor of the Fund, special draws,
publishing activity or development;
 royalties from the collective voluntary work;
 donations and legacies of property, art works and funds;
 fund raising from government, business, private persons (investments,
including long term ones) and profit from allocation of accumulated cash
of the Foundation;
 other revenues, not prohibited by law.
Founder contribution in case of state registration will be no more than 2 000
000 $. In this case, founder representative acquires a place in a board of Trustees of
the Fund. If the contribution exceeds 100 000 000$, then founder representative
takes place in the supervisory board of the Foundation.
The proposed use of funds,
including expected economic results

B

asis of Sovereign Fund activities are comprised from accounting and
safekeeping of insurance copies of a certain category of particularly

valuable property of the government and individuals, which includes cultural values,
objects of cultural and natural heritage, cultural programs and projects. Activities
also include following evaluation of the cost of cultural values.
Using its own patents and developments, Sovereign Fund takes responsibility
to ensure the timely acquirement of insurance copies of cultural values, objects of
cultural and natural heritage, cultural programs and projects, including scientific
research, archiving and storage.
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Sovereign Fund creates an information resource Public Portal, to fulfill the need
in online access of customers, creators and population to insurance copy database.
Portal implementation proceeds together with the following services:
 database management system to store information about cultural values as
insurance copies;
 search engine for the massive of stored insurance copies;
 tools for managing the information about cultural values, based on the
original classification;
 current monitoring of the cultural values on all stages of their civil
circulation;
 maintaining the regular evaluation and re-evaluation of the information
about cultural values as a particularly valuable property;
 designing, development and marketing of devices assisting the creation of
insurance copies, their scientific research and monitoring of the safety of
cultural values;
 social network for creative portal users that are interested in the preservation
and study of cultural values and cultural heritage, seeking for additional
information for study purposes, increasing their social status and
establishing contacts;
 institute of additional professional education for employees in the sphere of
culture, museum specialists, experts, art gallery workers, conservationists;
 auction House service.
Web portal “Cultural capital” will contain an autonomous sub-project, an
enterprise portal. It is going to include implementation of paid services for insurance
copy owners and experts that manage accounting, monitoring and cost evaluation of
cultural values and cultural heritage objects.
Service development will be initially in Russian and English languages. On the
second stage, it will involve introduction of Arabic localization, with Chinese and
Spanish localization further in the schedule.
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Insurance copy registration service is the first service to be introduced. At the
same time, a social network will be launched for the purpose of project promotion.
Expected volume of investments on the initial phase – 200 million dollars.
Return on the initial investment will be 150% during the period of 4–5 years.
Investment strategy

R

ecently, investing in cultural values implied simply a purchasing of
antique items or paintings. We, however, suggest making investments

in a new product – insurance copies of cultural values. Insurance copy is an
insurance document, which contains basic features and attributes of a certain cultural
value1.
In the definition of cultural value, we can find that such item is an extremely
distinct particular object that always has an owner, and despite that, it is still
important for various groups of people. Insurance copy is a digital model of a
cultural value stored on a physical medium.
Initiators of the Fund suggest investing into the creation of information copies,
and, in case of circumstances or at the owner’s will, – into their accounting, storage
and possible reproduction. Possession of precise data on cultural value, its shape,
size, color or other attributes such as address or state of conservation, provides a
control over important resources which purpose might be still unclear, despite all
effort put into its study up until now.
Creation of information models (insurance copies) became possible due to
purposeful effort of ISO.MUSEUM institute that holds patent for the invention that
allows producing complete information copies of cultural objects, at a relatively low
cost and in a short time. That includes translating all attributes of the object to the
digital form, including measurements with an accuracy up to 0.01 mm (in both
visible and invisible parts of the radiation spectrum).
Insurance copy of a document, according to national standard ГОСТ Р 51141– 98 «Делопроизводство и архивное
дело. Термины и определения», – is a copy of a particularly valuable or unique archive document, that is made for
the purpose of keeping its information in case of loss or destruction of an original.
1
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The concept of an informational model makes it possible to establish
“Universal classification of cultural values” which describes elicitation, accounting
and studying the cultural values in all their forms. Universal classification is not just
a reference material. It is a device that creates possibility for a thorough research of
the properties of cultural values, their importance and date of origin. Such device
makes realistic even the idea of a semi-automatic process of cost evaluation.
By investing in the creation of insurance copies, customer invests into creation
of conditions suitable for proper safekeeping, scientific research, monitoring and
cost estimation. Thereby, as founders or investors, they become owners of a
substantial asset, while cultural values themselves remain non-cash generating
assets, simply due to their nature.
Due to the Sovereign Fund activity and as result of the creation of insurance
copies, the cost of cultural value further increases and it counts as a special type a
capital – cultural capital. As an aggregate of various cultural values, cultural
capital in its turn will generate new cultural values.
Aims of the management
on increasing the Fund capital

T

ask of the increasing the Fund capital lies in simultaneous build-up of
both cash generating and non-cash generating assets.

For cash generating assets, the plans are to accumulate in the storage at least
500 million of insurance copies in the following 4 years. Their summary cost
estimated to be approximately 100 billion dollars.
In the next 10 years, overall amount of insurance copies stored should increase
twice its size. Estimation of cultural objects involved will allow to form a Cultural
Capital which value might vary depending on the initial scale of the project. The
value will increase at the expense of registration, evaluation and reevaluation
procedures as well. That also includes copies of the objects of cultural heritage,
cultural programs and projects. Once the project starts to include more than once
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country, it will be possible to speak about the fact of forming the unified cultural
capital of the planet.
In the first 4 years the initial capital of non-cash generating assets is going to
be increased to 15 billion rubles. This growth will be achieved by attraction of
investments and profit from services such as production and maintenance of
insurance copies.
The next step will be an attraction of additional investment and provision of
additional services regarding the created insurance copies of cultural values. This
phase will cover the following 10 years and will increase equity fund up to 2 000
000 000 $. At this level, Sovereign Fund is going to dominate on the world market
of cultural values, offering and implementing its own products and services.
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INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
Initiator information

D

uring the creation of this investment memorandum, its initiator is
Autonomous noncommercial organization ISO.MUSEUM (institute of

research and development of the standardization of museum activity).
Address: 194036, Saint Petersburg, Nevsky Avenue, 130–16.
Phone/fax: +7(812) 7172713, https://www.iso-museum.ru
E-mail: iso-museum@ya.ru
Institute was founded in 2009 as a non-state research organization, for the
purpose of development and integration of innovative technologies in the processes
of elicitation, registration, preserving and studying the cultural values.
In the modern world, cultural values gain an increasing value of an important
resource. This will eventually lead to redistribution of all property into cultural
values, objects of cultural and natural heritage. Tasks of preserving these values, and
generating new values at the same time, are quite realistic with the use of
technologies developed by specialists of ISO.MUSEUM. Scientific school formed
in the institute suggests that significance of cultural objects, as a special class of
values, will be increasing further.
By the end of the year 2014, ISO.MUSEUM was the only organization wholly
engaged into studying the theoretical and practical problems of cultural values in
Russia.
More than 1000 museum specialists have undergone training programs
developed and conducted by ISO.MUSEUM. Main topics of these programs are
registering, preserving, scientific research and examination of cultural values,
museum management and safety of cultural values.
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Other notable achievements of ISO.MUSEUM institute:
 establishment of a definition “cultural value”;
 introduction of a term “Additional cost of the cultural value” that reveals the
productive character of creative workers (on example of museum activity) into
scientific use;
 development of the universal classification of cultural values that allows to
identify any kind of cultural value based on distinct categories and parameters;
 invention of “Attribution method for technological research and identification
of cultural values, museum and cultural heritage objects” (patent N2469294 RU),
which allows to create photo copies of objects with an accuracy of acquired
quantitative parameters up to 0.1 mm;
 development of the universal register of cultural and natural heritage objects
(certificate of the state registration of databases N2014621562) which serves to
register all phenomena of natural and human activity and their vital necessity for a
particular social organism.
Sovereign Fund “cultural capital” is a result of a development of
ISO.MUSEUM specialists and based on the institute research results and registered
patents. Realization of Fund project does not seem to be possible without an
application of these patents and tools developed by ISO.MUSEUM.
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Summary
about director staff

L

eader of the project: Shestakov Viacheslav Anatolyevich, Ph.D,
director of ISO.MUSEUM institute, expert on cultural values of the

Ministry of Culture of Russia, expert on museum management of UNESCO (2010),
phone +79052014301, e-mail: shestakoff@iso-museum.ru
Investment

director:

Jesstin

Keen,

Ph.D,

archeologist,

e-mail:

jesskeen@icloud.com
Technical director of the project: Lyasnikov Michail Vasilyevich, Candidate
of Technical Sciences, expert on cultural values of the Ministry of Culture of Russia,
Head of physic-chemical laboratory, scientific secretary of Iso.Museum, phone
+79162374013, e-mail: lyasnikov@bk.ru
Director of the project development: Sivkov Pavel Yurievich, vice-president
of non-commercial partnership “National expert unity”, phone +79533502760, email: post62@bk.ru
Art-director of the project: Shestakov Dmitry Viacheslavovich, Master of
Information Technology, head of the information and educational technology
department, phone +79052714571, e-mail: frantis2000@gmail.com.
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Production and services

M

ain activities of Sovereign Fund are accumulation and registering of
all sorts of cultural values, however definition of a cultural value was

quite vague for some time.
Within the scope of the Foundation project, cultural value is particular material
object that possesses following traits:
 object exists independently from the observer;
 object has an owner, and consequentially it has a value;
 object bears vital importance to its owner, and for all members of a certain
society, even if they do not own the object.
Presence of vital importance grants that object “universal” or “outstanding
universal” value.
In the definitions of cultural value in various countries and international
organizations (including UNESCO 2 ), cultural values include antique items (art
works, old books, manuscripts), buildings or castles, sometimes even natural objects
(reserves and parks). Those are unique or rare creations of the nature and humanity,
characterized by a high cost on the market, but since they are not evaluated in
possession of any government, their rotation is limited. Total amount of such values
up until now was not estimated due to impossibility of their attribution, classification
and identification.
In a majority of countries, there is a law that obliges its government to manage
and secure cultural values of the country. That is true for Russia, as well as for other
countries, but only an intent for such actions is visible, de jure and de facto. As a
2

According to the contemporary UNESCO Convention and Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed
Conflict, there are several categories of objects, regardless of their origin and owner, that can be considered as cultural heritage:
(a) movable or immovable property of great importance to the cultural heritage of every people, such as monuments of architecture, art
or history, whether religious or secular; archaeological sites; groups of buildings which, as a whole, are of historical or artistic interest;
works of art; manuscripts, books and other objects of artistic, historical or archaeological interest; as well as scientific collections
and important collections of books or archives or of reproductions of the property defined above;
(b) buildings whose main and effective purpose is to preserve or exhibit the movable cultural property defined in sub-paragraph
(a) such as museums, large libraries and depositories of archives, and refuges intended to shelter, in the event of armed
conflict, the movable cultural property defined in sub-paragraph (a);
(c) centers containing a large amount of cultural property as defined in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b), to be known as `centers
containing monuments'.
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conclusion, some part of cultural values is stolen and remains in the illegal
circulation. Even larger part of cultural value stays in the civil rotation; those are
cultural values belonging to private companies and individuals. Their overall amount
is significantly larger than their numbers remaining in the national property. It is
important to notice that cultural values are getting falsified and forged more and
more often. The reasons for such tendency are evident – it is the increasing cost of
cultural values and difficulties of its identification.
In fact, objects of cultural and natural heritage remain without evaluation, if
they were significantly damaged due to inconsiderate or even criminal activity.
We can assert that cultural values are tangible values with a high cost and
diversity; each one of them is unique and can produce new values as a result of
creative activity of people interacting with it. Government might recognize cultural
values as a valuable national property, if it is a property of government or national
facilities, such as museums, archives or libraries.
Cultural values of humanity, nation, city or a family, represent the overall cultural
capital of values for a corresponding society and allow creation of new values in this
social strata. Cultural capital is a tangible resource that can provide a characteristic to
the society it relates to. Cultural capital represents the level of national wealth of that
society and could be used as a basis of Gross National Income.
Cultural values are irreplaceable by its definition; however, they are renewable,
since it is a product of a constant creative activity. It is not possible to create cultural
values out from nothing. Creation relies on the experience of previous generations,
that is, a culture embodied into material hosts – cultural values. Cultural capital
might increase in size or decrease under the influence of natural and social
cataclysms.
In Russian Federation, registration and accounting of a particularly valuable
movable property is provided in regulations of finance ministry. Despite that
inventory of all Russian museums seems nearly impossible with standard accounting
methods, there is still need in the estimation – cultural capital exists within basis
values of peoples across Russia.
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Growth of the cultural capital is beneficial for the country and its population,
and its reduction leads to the degradation of the society and state.
Cultural values that constitute the cultural capital, being tangible objects, can
represent a “cultural reserve” that is a treasury of collective national memory, but
also can serve as a sort of guarantee to support the national currency or to calculate
its equivalent value. Cultural values that are concentrated in national vaults can serve
as a guarantee in joint international projects, or for calculation the internal rate of
monetary circulation.
Aggregate wealth of any social organism is comprised from the wealth of its
components, societies of different levels. Thus there is no need to withdraw the
values from their owners, cultural values can freely move within civil circulation,
change the owner or even leave its country bounds.
To form the cultural capital from existing cultural values, it is important to
satisfy the following conditions:
1. cultural value has to be attributed (recognized) as an object;
2. cultural value, as an object, should be registered (as a museum object, in
someone’s property etc.);
3. after the registration, cultural value has to possess certain attributes that make
it possible to identify it among other objects.
Those are conditions necessary for registration and cost estimation of cultural
values in indicative units. Cultural values as a property of government will be
considered a particularly valuable national property and have to eventually undergo
a process of registration and estimation, unlike objects of private owners.
Another difficulty lies in specifics of recognition and legitimation of a cultural
value. Acceptance of a certain object or a phenomenon as a cultural value requires
an expert evaluation, where expert is a specialist in a corresponding sphere of
knowledge. Customer of the evaluation procedure delegates the right to the expert
to make a judgment about authenticity of an object and its importance for a certain
society, which is its value. However, in most cases expert evaluation conclusions
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could not be verified by a technical review, they tend to have weak argumentation
and might have little to no proof ground.
Other factors that can be an obstacle to the creation of Cultural capital so far:
 large overall amount of cultural values, possibly exceeding billions of units
all over the world, diversity of their forms and exceptional nature of each of them;
 lack of a universal method that would allow to describe and categorize any
cultural value;
 no conventional way to establish attributes and parameters of an object.
ISO.MUSEUM institute has its own developments that can solve mentioned
above problems and acquire information about cultural values in a volume sufficient
for attribution, scientific study, authentication and estimation.
Patent N2469294 (RU) provides means to acquire measurements of any object
regardless of its shape or structure.
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1. Method of attribution that concludes in photographing an object from several
different angles with a measuring gauge in the viewport. Once the set of
pictures is complete, operator sets several control points on an image to
establish required measurements based on the known size of a gauge.
Resulting product is a set of photos, object description and a list of
measurements.
2. Enhanced version of the first method, with an application of a laser
rangefinder during photographing process, to establish distance from camera
to the object. Such information increases accuracy of object measurement
during calculations and result verification.
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Examples of some of the workflow stages shown on the pictures above,
crosshairs denote control points that allow distance measurement between them.

Result of this relatively simple procedure would be an informational model of
cultural value3. For a flat object (canvas, paper sheet), the set of resulting photos is
about two pictures total, but an object of a complex shape might require more pictures
from different angles. Seemingly, no more than a set of photos, informational model

3

After the official registration, informational model of a cultural value becomes an insurance copy of the object.
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contains much more information about a shape of an object. Not only its dimensions,
but also any possible distance or size that will be needed for customer or an expert to
attribute the object precisely. For instance, identifying authorship of a canvas, or
distinguishing a copy from an original will require knowing plenty of small details and
count for changes in the object that might have happened over a span of time.

An additional photo in ultraviolet or x-ray spectrum would allow to get unique
information about internal structure of a cultural value. The informational model as
a whole with such attributes will be more beneficial for tracking the object, verifying
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its condition, and open a possibility for restauration or reconstruction of an object,
once there will be a need.
Informational models (insurance copies) are the result of Sovereign Fund core
activities, they constitute non-cash generating assets. Cultural values themselves will
remain at full disposal of their owners.

To build the dependency between cultural value and its insurance copy,
specialists of ISO.MUSEUM developed Universal Classification of cultural values.
It is used as a structure of the database project called The Universal Register of
objects of cultural and natural heritage (certified by state registration as a property
of ISO.MUSEUM).
This database is designed for registering any cultural value, object of cultural
or natural heritage, intangible heritage, cultural project or cultural program, place of
concentration of the cultural values (museums, archives, libraries), either in a certain
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country, or across the world. It contains a basic set of information about the values,
but it allows to cover the broad spectrum of diverse cultural values taking into
account their features, owner, location and value itself, for specific society.

cultural
values
intangible
cultural
phenomena

cultural
heritage
objects

Universal
classification
places
containing
cultural
values

natural
heritage
objects
cultural
projects

Register has its own purpose as well – as a tool for study or so called
“researcher’s desktop”. Any additional data acquired from the research can
supplement informational model of a cultural value in the register.
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Therefore, a regular research activity supported by various products of
Sovereign Fund will expand the informational model of a studied object, increasing
its added value. Added value actualizes in the insurance copy of a cultural value and
consequentially increases the total volume of a Sovereign Fund (its cash generating
assets), at the same time the market price of the given cultural value increases as
well. Additionally, Universal Register would let more efficient establishing and
tracking of the location and movement of cultural values, owner change or
alterations in its outlook or condition.
Such features of products of a Sovereign Foundation “Cultural Capital” are
unique but, despite that, in high demand on the cultural value rotation market.
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Marketing and realization
of products and services

I

t is possible to give only an approximate estimation of cultural value
market and announce only some of the figures. For example, according to

the Russian Ministry of culture, Russian museums and other national vaults have
accumulated around 500 000 000 of cultural objects. Personal experience of
ISO.MUSEUM museum audit specialists allows to state that approximately 10% of
museum reserves did not pass initial stage of processing and thus were not included
in the statistic at all. Therefore, up to 600 000 000 objects are kept in Russian
museums, while cultural values in private ownership can exceed this amount twice.
Therefore, total amount of cultural values in Russia reaches the number of 1.5
billion, including unaccounted ones left without estimation. Those objects are art
works, objects of archeology, jewelry, objects reflecting domestic lifestyle of
peoples through the past 2000 years, ancient books and historical documents. A
significant part of them usually does not have a price less than 1000$, while some
reach a price of millions of dollars. This allows us to state a provisional value of one
object as 10000$ on average.
With this provisional number in mind, preliminary estimate of cultural
values in Russia will be one and a half quadrillion dollars.
Another addition to this number will be about one million of discovered (known
and accepted by society as monuments of culture and art) objects of cultural heritage,
a preliminary estimate of just one of them would be 10 000 000$. Important to
mention that a large part of the objects of cultural heritage is only about to be
discovered, so their number keeps growing.
Each country has a unique environment, and it is true for Russia as well. Many
objects of natural heritage have important influence on the planet ecology (Siberian
taiga, Baikal lake, rivers Lena, Enisey, Kama, Volga, reserves of Kamchatka and
Altay, tundra on Kolski peninsula and islands in The Arctic Ocean). It is a strategic
resource of the Earth, and their importance requires a proper evaluation as well.
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Similar situation involves other important objects of natural heritage all over the
planet. With the technologies and patents of Sovereign Fund it becomes possible to
establish their information model, description and conduct further research, which
in the end would allow to make proper estimation in indicative units.
Further calculations allow us to imagine a potential capacity of the market for
the new products offered by the Foundation. All things considered so far, overall
estimate for cultural values in Russia is considered to be quintillion dollars or 10 18$.
If we assume that cultural values are spread across the territory of Earth evenly, and
that Russia constitutes one tenth of the it, then the total market value on the planet
is 1019$ – ten quintillion dollars.
Actual size of the market is near impossible to determine precisely due to
specific features of each object and phenomenon. Their uniqueness and diversity
increase the time needed for their registration, researching and following estimation.
As a result, estimation of cultural values is conducted arbitrarily, amount of
imitations and falsifications increases, which provokes theft, substitution and
embezzlement. Situation is even worse in the circulation of natural and cultural
heritage, but such problems can be solved with an introduction of informational
model of the cultural value and insurance copies, which grasp their current state and
describe it in details.
Demand in actualization of insurance copies as an existing product gradually
increases, and in the next several years, it will eventually appear on the market in
one way or another. It is possible to become a leader in this sphere with perspective
developments of ISO.MUSEUM.
For now, substitute product for the services of Sovereign Fund is expert
conclusions from proficient museum employees. Final product of their activity as
experts is a conclusion in an arbitrary form that might have a photography of the
object, sometimes with an information about author or manufacturer attached. Other
features of the object are not provided in most cases. Such certificate is quite
subjective as it mostly represents an opinion. Expert is seldom responsible for the
results of his conclusion. Service can take up from several hours to several months,
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while cost depends on the object type and rarity and might vary from 100$ to several
thousand dollars or even higher.
Sovereign Fund offers the product that presents results of an objective control
regardless of its shape – it is the aggregation of important parameters, object
components, possibly including images in ultraviolet, infrared or x-ray spectrum.
Previously, getting accurate measures was not possible for many kinds of objects.

Registering and public exposition of information copies can be allowed on the
client decision. It is a digital record of all major parameters about the object,
including the data acquired during the process of studying the object across its entire
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lifespan. Any sort of extra details could be found later, existing information might
change as well, which heavily depends on the preservation state of the object.
Measurements can be established with a desired precision, reaching even fractions
of millimeter. A trained operator can complete one insurance copy within several
minutes. The estimated cost of the production for one insurance copy – 3$.
Aside from the production of insurance copies on demand, Foundation expects
to earn from the insurance copy storage services, database registration, scientific
research, monitoring of cultural values. Estimated cost of the every stage of these
services would not exceed 10-100$.
Consumers of insurance value service can be divided into several groups:
1. Owners of cultural values, cultural and natural heritage, museums and
intangible cultural heritage.
a)

Government that treats this resource as a particularly valuable

state asset. Government is interested in its proper and timely accounting,
registering and defining objective information that will be detailed enough
to prevent substitution or falsification of the object. Subsequently it is
desirable to evaluate all cultural values in possession regularly.
For example, this is a requirement in Russian legislation, but it was not
accounted for in the past several years, and it is not feasible to finish
considering the amount of objects in the country. With a minimal payment
of 3$ for processing one cultural value, such task will be implemented in
the course of 2–3 years with the power of the national facilities (museums)
themselves and with the supervision of specialists from Sovereign Fund.
In the similar way, this service is in demand in every other country that
is interested in accounting cultural values on its territory.
b)

Private owners of cultural values, authors of the art works,

auction and trading houses, interested in acquiring informational copies of
the cultural values and certification of object as a certain type of a value.
Cost of such service would not exceed 100$ that includes processing of
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one cultural value and the cost of the certificate with an expert conclusion
on the object.
2. Museum employees across the world that are interested in accounting and
studying museum objects. Universal register on the base of the web portal of
Sovereign Fund will allow a specialist of any museum to keep records,
research activities, perform expert analysis and even perform monitoring of
the object rotation. Such service will be mostly free of charge.
3. Creators, that is, any interested individual, could forward information about
the cultural value or object of heritage to the Universal Register for
registration. Registration and independent expert analysis will have an
overall cost up to 10$.
4. Visitors of the information portal, including members of the “social network
for intellectuals”. Registering and usage of social functions will be free, but
with gaining a higher status, users could purchase an access to valuable
resources, study courses and a following certification of their own expert
status. Approximate cost of this service will vary within the range from 10
to 1000$. However, with the status rise and after acquiring the qualification,
social network members will be able to receive payment for performing the
expert analysis, which could range from 100 to 1000$, depending on the type
of the object. Interested customer will be able to pay for the expert certificate
through the website as well.
Summary: Insurance Copy is an entirely new product that does not have
analogues or substitutes yet. However, demand in such product is apparent. With
appropriate costs, the chances to dominate in this sphere are high.
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Development scenario for the Foundation
up to 2022

№

Process step

1

Selection of the founders,
Foundation registration

2

Website development

3

Design of the autonomous
communication network
and the storage
of the insurance copies
of cultural values

4

Development of financial
instruments for attracting
investment

5

Advertising campaign
to popularize foundation
services and importance
of cultural values

6

Opening of the temporary
vault for insurance copies

7

Social Impact Bond
emission (SIB)

8

Website launch
and insurance copy
registration functionality

9

Preparation for the
production of insurance
copies for the objects
in Museum Fund of Russia

10

Production of insurance
copies for the objects
in Museum Fund of Russia

11

Covering the costs
of creating insurance copies
of objects in Museum Fund

12

The launch of permanent
vaults for insurance copies

13

First payments on Social
Impact Bond (SIB)

14

Second emission of Social
Impact Bond (SIB)

15

Development of gadgets
and media for insurance
copies

16

Production of insurance
copies for objects of
cultural and natural heritage

2015

2016

2017
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Year
2018
2018

2020

2021

2022

Management of Sovereign
Foundation “Cultural capital”

S

upreme body of the Foundation is the general meeting of founders that
is assembled annually.

President of the Foundation acts as a supreme body between the meetings, he
is elected for the five year period by the founders.
President appoints and manages the Foundation administration. Fund
Supervisory board is elected from founders as well, it determines the Fund strategy.
Decision of the Supervisory board enters into force after its approval by President.
Board of trustees is selected from the numbers of investors, it controls
earmarking of raised funds.
Fund Audit commission is elected from founder representatives, and it controls
the ongoing activity of the Fund administration.
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Financial information
and financial plan
Funding (in millions $)
№

Process step
2015

1

Selection of the founders,
Foundation registration,
capital repletion

2

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Total

200

200

Website development

5

5

3

Design of the autonomous
communication network
and the storage of the
insurance copies of
cultural values

7

4

Development of financial
instruments for attracting
investment

0,5

5

Advertising campaign to
popularize foundation
services and importance
of cultural values

10

6

Opening of the temporary
vault for insurance copies

7

Social Impact Bond
emission (SIB)

8

Website launch
and insurance copy
registration functionality

9

Preparation for the
production of insurance
copies for the objects
in Museum Fund of Russia

0,5

5

17

24

0,5

10

10

10

40

15

15

0,5

1

10

10

7

12

Stage 1 costs

106,5

Stage 1 income

200

10

Production of insurance
copies for the objects
in Museum Fund of Russia

333

333

333

999

11

Covering the costs
of creating insurance
copies of objects in
Museum Fund

111

111

111

111

12

Construction and launch
of permanent vaults for
insurance copies

100

70

80

250

13

First payments on Social
Impact Bond (SIB)

50

29

50

100

14

Second emission of Social
Impact Bond (SIB)

15

Development of gadgets
and media for insurance
copies, further website
development

10

Stage 2 costs

350

Stage 2 income

111

10

2 000

2000

25

25

50

50

50

100

320

16

Production of insurance
copies for objects of
cultural and natural
heritage, other services

100

200

400

500

500

500

2 200

17

Income from selling the
gadgets

3

5

5

7

7

10

36

18

Advertising income

20

30

100

200

300

650

19

Second payments on Social
Impact Bond (SIB)

500

2000

2500

Stage 3 costs

2 500

Stage 3 income

4 886

Resume: during the first phase it is expected to attract about 200 000 000 $. It
could be either resources of the founders or convertible bonds. By the end of the first
phase and at the start of the second, costs will be about of the same volume, but they
include the construction of vault for the insurance copies. Despite the lack of no
detailed explanation of construction expenses provided in this proposal, it would be
advisable to attract additional resources from investors by means of the second
emission of borrowed funds. It might be long-term bonds or Social Impact Bonds,
with a preliminary coverage of the previously borrowed resources. Founders will
resolve this issue in case that government will provide the guarantees. This move
will certainly increase the attractiveness of bonds for potential investors.
Prospects of returns on investment, shown in the financial plan above, can be
shown on example of Russian Federation taken as a starting project.
Preliminary estimation done by ISO.MUSEUM allows us to claim that the
country currently has about 85 000 museums that accumulated about 500 000 000
objects of Museum Fund of Russia total. Those objects are treated by Russian law
as particularly valuable and should be registered with an annual cost reevaluation
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procedure. Despite that, they were not accounted properly so far. The main problem
there is the technical inability to perform operative object description, registering
and researching efficiently and in a relatively short period.
With the use of the technologies provided by Sovereign Fund “Cultural
Capital”, accounting and proper cost estimation will be split into two procedures:
1. Description and registration of all objects of the Museum Fund of Russia.
2. Inventory and cost estimation.
Customer of the registration service would be the government of Russia, it will
require requesting Sovereign Fund to conduct the works on organization the
registration and accounting process. To accomplish this task, Fund organizes
education of specialists in museums. With several trained employees in the staff,
museums will be able to create insurance copies on their own by using methodical
materials provided by the Fund.
Time required for the production of one model (set of photos) – 15 minutes.
With four models per hour, 32 models daily it allows to produce 672 models in one
museum in a month. Time required for the production of one mode could be
significantly lower, if a specialist operator has more experience.
85 000 museums, that are currently residing in Russia, will be able to create 57
120 000 insurance copies for museum objects through the span of one year, while
having only one specialist per museum.
In three years 171 360 000 insurance copies will be produced this way,
therefore three specialists in every museum will be enough to produce insurance
copies for all of 500 000 000 objects in the Museum Fund of Russia. To perform the
government contract in due time, 1 to 5 workplaces should be created in every
museum. Existence of the insurance copies of documents that prove inclusion of an
object in the Museum Fund is expected in normative documents of Russian
legislation.
To stimulate this process, government covers museum’s expenses by paying
2.5–3$ for one object processed. Sovereign Fund manages these resources and it
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controls the quality of the performance, paying in a revolver manner depending on
delivery of insurance copies of a proper quality.
Sovereign Fund receives payment on performing the national task, about 1$ for
one insurance copy that reaches the storage phase.
In the first three years of the project, government receives information about
the cultural values that should be enough to prevent their imitation, illegal
substitution and irrevocable loss, but also allowed to move on the step of scheduled
cost estimation.
Creation of the Sovereign Fund may become an important strategic project with
a social orientation, as there is no strong competition among methods of registration
and accounting of museum objects, especially for performing these tasks within
short periods of time and at a proper quality level. Moreover, any national or private
investments are reliable, protected and perspective with patents and technologies
available to the Sovereign Fund.
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CONCLUSION

A

side from the plans on the following 10 years described in the table
above, Fund activity will expand towards production of insurance

copies for other countries and individual collectors, as well as towards increasing
the research activity of those objects already stored in the database.
Production of insurance copies for cultural and natural heritage objects holds a
particular interest. Costs of accounting, monitoring and reconstruction works for
such cultural values rise significantly and about to reach hundreds of thousands
dollars, yet it yields low output.
Technologies in the basis of Sovereign Fund project reduce these costs
significantly and increase reliability and quality of the work on all stages.
Further, cost of an insurance copy will start decreasing which will certainly
guarantee an increased flow of customers in Russia and beyond.
Construction of automatized repositories and internet portal development are
supposed to guarantee development of a worldwide market of cultural values and
stable increase in profits of Sovereign Fund, as well as its investors and founders, in
the near future.
17.04.2015
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